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The difficulty here is mainly connected to the existence of disparate ways of
installing, configuring and validating experiment software.
Each LHC Experiment wants to maintain its own proprietary method for
distributing the software in LCG.
Furthermore the system for accomplishing this task can change with time even
inside the same experiment.
The Experiment Software Installation in LCG and more in general in a grid-aware
system is a hot issue only partially solved by current solutions.
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Requirements
1. Site administrators
1. No daemon running on the WN
2. No root privileges for VO software installation on WN
3. Traceable access to the site (no pool accounts)
4. In/Outbound connectivity to be avoided
5. Site policies applied for external action triggering
6. Strong authentication required
2. Experiments Requirements
1. Only special users allowed to install software at a site
2. Management of simultaneous and concurrent installations
3. Failure recovery
4. Publication of relevant information for the software
5. Installation/validation/removal of software should be done not only
through a Grid Job but also via a direct service request.
6. Validation of the software installation could be done in different steps
and at different times with respect to the installation.
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The middleware software is often installed/configured by system
administrators at sites via customized tools like LCFGng or
Quattor that provide also for centralized management of the entire
computing facility.
Gigabytes of Virtual Organization (VO) specific software need too to be
installed and managed at each site. As of today a flexible tool to
reliably do so is not available.

Current Situation
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Once installed, the software must be accessible from
any WN at a site
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Schematic view of the Experiment Software Propagation
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WN

JDLJDL-installation job from ESM arrives on CE

ESM requests end up on WN that becomes
SPARK
Spark client is called. Delegated credentials
of the ESM are checked in TANK. Spark asks
for a Sw tag registration in TANK central DB
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TANK registers the new tag and SPARK
Synchronizes through RR-SYNC the new
Directory created locally in a central
Repository.
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A cron job wakes up on any WN asking TANK
for latest flags installed since its last update.
A list of flags is downloaded and then a local
Directory is synchronized with the one in the
Central repository through RR-SYNC.

What
What more?
more?
Possibility to manage farms with shared/non shared/mixed file system topology
Possibility to trigger an installation process directly from a UI (without job submission)
Possibility to have a modular system (opportunity to choose the authentication mechanism, the
back end DB,the underlying local installation tool: RPM, Pacman, DAR, tarballs, etc.)
A multiple–approach installation scheme: asynchronous (cron job) and synchronous (a client or a
daemon running on WNs)
A LCG independent system: the whole system (server and client instance) ran successfully on a
portable PC with RH 7-1 and no Grid components installed!
Possibility to manage disk space and eventually dependencies if required by the experiments (not
yet implemented)
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In this figure we show the sequence of actions performed by the system: phase 1 refers to the installation Phase 2
to the propagation to other WNs
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